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An encyclopedic reference for setting up, stocking, and maintaining a saltwater aquarium.  Nothing

rivals the color and appeal of a saltwater aquarium. The Complete Encyclopedia of the Saltwater

Aquarium simplifies the complexities of setting-up and maintaining a successful saltwater aquarium. 

The book illustrates and explains: Specific characteristics of invertebrates and marine fish Important

differences between tropical and freshwater fish Choosing a tank: advantages and disadvantages of

glass and acrylic, different shapes, and critical construction details Accessories such as aquarium

heaters, lights, and filters Water testing and maintaining the correct chemical balance  More than

half of the book is a directory that covers species from 34 fish families. Details include their

characteristics, natural environment, diet and feeding, size range, and aquarium behavior. 

Coldwater aquariums are covered in a separate section that shows how to establish an artificial

habitat for fish requiring temperate saltwater.  This full-color reference will appeal to saltwater

tropical fish enthusiasts at any level.
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A wonderful project sourcebook for those creating a small marine world in the home. (2007 Gift

Guide The Globe and Mail 2007-12-15)This extraordinary book will give anyone with the proper

equipment the opportunity to enjoy his or her own beautiful marine ecosystem in an aquarium.

(Mark Wilson American Reference Books Annual, Volume 35)Easy-to-follow advice in a layout that

makes specific topics easy to find. (Pet Age)With more than 500 stunning color photographs, plus



illustrations and diagrams [this book] simplifies the complexities of establishing and maintaining a

marine aquarium... great reading even if you have never considered keeping saltwater fish. (Pet

Business Magazine)An abundance of colored photos and detailed diagrams gives charisma to this

reference work... will be well received by marine hobbyists. (Elizabeth Lorbeer

E-Streams)Exhaustive guide... about creating virtual underwater habitats. (Globe and Mail

2003-11-22)

Nick Dakin is prolific writer and consultant on aquariums and saltwater fish. He has over 30 years

experience keeping and breeding fish and invertebrates of all kinds.  Julian Sprung is a marine

biologist, scuba diver and consultant. He is a contributing editor of Freshwater and Marine Aquarium

magazine.

I bought this thinking it's something different than what Mr. Dakin wrote 10 years earlier and for the

most part it's not! If you've read the other one with a blue cover that came out in 93' don't buy this

one! This one is about 90% the same book. Why this book was printed, I have no ideal! It has a little

more detail regarding filtration but most of it has been reprinted from the earlier book! On the plus

side this baby is very rare(less than10000)copies! Also, I heard because Fenner's Conscientious

Marine book was a blockbuster(3 printings) and no better than this one Dakin and his supporters

wanted more exposure! This thing should still be in print! In PAPERBACK, it's huge(10 x 12)& 2plus

pounds!

I usually don't pay this much for a book. But this one? Worth every dime. Great seller!

beautiful pics

I have several Saltwater Aquarium books and each one has new information that I can use.

I love this book and use it all the time. I used it as a reference when I was just starting out but still

use it as I consider adding new items to my tank. Any saltwater aficionado knows you can never just

get a clown fish!

XLNT



I have a 300 gallon reef tank with many fish and corals. I got this book to increase my knowledge

and ability to properly care for my fish. Its well written and did the job.

Enjoyed this book
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